INTRODUCTION. The city of Ruse has often suffered from air pollutions. The PURPOSE of the study is to estimate both the patients' number in the hospitals of Ruse district due to air pollution and the cost of their treatment. METHODS. The correlation and regression analyzes were used to study the dependencies between the meteorological parameters and the concentrations of air pollutants (obtained by the combination of ground level and satellite monitoring) and the annual number of patients treated in Ruse district hospitals, separated in clinical pathways. The correlation method was used to detect a link between pollutants and clinical pathway morbidity, and the regression method was used to assess the share of patients due to the air pollution. RESULTS. Statistically significant positive correlations were found between the investigated air pollutants and the annual number of the Ruse patients in 73 of the 125 clinical pathways studied. The pollutant with the greatest impact on health, estimated by the number of patients treated in the hospital, was the methane in the ground level air of Ruse, often in combination with benzene and fine particulate matter. Of the air pollutants over Ruse have been affected 15% of the patients treated on clinical pathways and for their treatment spent 17% of the public funds for hospital treatment in Ruse district.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years the population of a number of large cities in Bulgaria has often expressed a civil protest in relation to the failure of the responsible institutions to deal with the problem of polluted air. One of the bigger cities with problems with air quality is Ruse (43°49'23"N, 25°57'14"E, (1)) with a population of 145,765 inhabitants according to the National Statistical Institute (NSI) to 31.12.2015 (2).
The aim of the exposed below study was to clarify the extent to which citizens of Ruse have reason to worry about a potential health deterioration caused by the polluted air above ___________________________ the city, and if such a deterioration is found, to clarify its extent as well as the public health expenditures, spent as a result of air pollution.
Ruse is a centre of a district. In Ruse district lives 3.29% of the population of the Republic of Bulgaria (to 31.12.2009, (2)). The area is densely populated, with about 30% higher density than the country average. It was assumed in the study that due to the concentration of a large part of the population of the district in the city of Ruse (60%), in a relatively small area with similar air pollution, to a large extent the data on the regional (district) morbidity (for which there is collected data over the years) actually represents urban morbidity in the city of Ruse (for which there is no collected data). And if there is a negative influence of the air pollution on the health status of Ruse inhabitants, it would affect the data on regional morbidity.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Data
From the National Health Insurance Fund ware obtained data for the annual number of patients on clinical paths for Ruse district for the interval 2006 -2012. Considerations on the use of data for the number of hospitalized patients and their clinical pathways are twopresumably, these are the most accurate diagnoses, and, at the same time, the clinical pathways have a cost through which public expenditure on treatment due to air pollution could be evaluated.
The National Executive Environmental Agency (EEA) supports the network of automatic air quality stations operating in the main cities of each district. From a NASA site (3) data on meteorological parameters and the concentrations of some air pollutants both time-averaged -hourly, daily and monthly, and spatial averaged over the area of Ruse (in a rectangle with coordinates of the corners 25.92 °, 43.81 °, 26.03 °, 43.89 °, covering the city of Ruse) were downloaded. Site data is a summary of satellite observations, ground observations, and numerical models developed on their basis.
Satellite measurements are continuous measurements in the surface band under the satellite. The satellite flies in a polar orbit (over the two poles) at hundreds of kilometres above the surface, constantly shifting, covering the whole surface of Earth (4). For example, Terra (5), on which board the instrument MOPITT (Measurements of Pollution in the Troposphere) is mounted, has circularly polar orbit at a height of 705 km, makes a tour around the Earth in 99 minutes, shifts westward and passes over any point of the Earth's surface twice a day, at the same time of day and night, crossing the equator north to 10 Due to the great height of the measuring instruments above the ground, meteorological parameters and pollution concentrations measured with satellites are averaged in the area, which is difficult to achieve with ground measurements but is appropriate in cases in which the impact of air pollutants over large areas as large cities or districts, is studied. 
Correlation analysis
Data on the number of patients on clinical pathways and on air quality over Ruse were processed jointly by the statistical method of correlation analysis. The method produces a quantitative expression (correlation coefficient) of the degree of consistency in the variations of two sequences of numerical values, which are assumed to vary in the same proportions, i.e. that they are linearly dependent. Coherence can be expressed both in a coordinated increase and/or decrease of the two series (positive correlation) and in a concerted increase of one, combined with a decrease of the other and vice versa (negative, reverse correlation). The more coherent the changes of the two sets of numerical values, the more likely there is a causal relationship between them. In the absence of consistency between the changes in the two series, the correlation coefficient is zero. When there is complete consistency in the change of the two sets of numerical values, the correlation coefficient has a value of 1,000 for a positive correlation or -1,000 for a negative correlation. The closer the absolute value of the correlation coefficient is to 1,000, the more strongly two sets of data are correlated.
The data series used in the study are the average annual values of meteorological parameters, air pollutant concentrations and the annual number of patients treated in a hospital on clinical pathways for the Rousse district. The series of data is 7 years long -from 2006 to 2012. Whether the number of patients treated on clinical pathways and air quality data should be expected to have a (linear) causal relationship was judged by the proximity of the correlation coefficient to a 1,000. Cases where is possible a nonlinear causal relationship has not been discussed in the study. Only positive correlation dependencies with coefficients around and above 0,9 are given below -i.e. those for which a strong positive causal relationship is expected -in which the number of patients treated on clinical pathways changes synchronously with the change in the concentration of air pollutant.
Is it possible to have a high positive correlation between a given meteorological parameter or concentration of the pollutant and the number of people treated on clinical pathways, while there is no causal relationship between them? Although such a hypothesis cannot be ruled out completely, according to the popular scientific principle known as "Occam's Razor", the simplest hypothesis is the most probable.
Therefore, it is most likely that there is a causal relationship in the cases with a high positive correlation.
The statistical parameter a statistical significance level characterizing the reliability of the correlation dependence was also determined. It shows the probability that the established correlation is due to accidental coincidence, without a causal link. The smaller this probability, the more reliable is the correlation between the two numerical ranges, the more likely it is to have a causal relationship between them. In the study described, correlations with a statistical significance of no more than 0.05 were taken as statistically significant.
Calculation of the proportion of patients treated on a clinical pathway as a result of air pollution and of public funds allocated for this treatment
Complex processes such as diseases are due to a multitude of causes, the polluted air being just one of the possible. The existence of a strong correlation between cause and effect does not mean the action of a single cause, but only the linearity of the causal relationship. The linear dependence is modelled by a linear regression model -a linear function between the characteristics of the cause (independent variable / independent variables) and the effect (dependent variable). These are, in this case, the concentration/concentrations of air pollutants and the number of patients treated on the clinical path.
A dependent variable in the regression models used was the number of patients treated on a clinical pathway as a function of the difference/differences in the annual concentration of the pollutant/pollutants with which this number had a positive, statistically significant correlation and its minimum in the annual concentrations.
The regression models used had the general appearance:
Annual number of patients on a clinical path
where k 1 , k 2 and k 3 indicate the coefficients in front of the independent variables, with C 1 , C 2 and C 3 -the annual concentration of the respective pollutant, and with C 1min , C 2min and C 3min -the respective minimum of the annual average concentrations for the years of study. Linear models with one, two or three variables were used in cases where the number of patients, treated on a given clinical pathway correlated positively and significantly with one, two or three pollutants.
If the minimum value of the independent variables in the regression model is zero, the intercept shows the number of patients not dependent on the variables included in the regression model. That is why the differences in the concentration of pollutants with their minimum value were used in the regression models for the independent variables. In this case, the intercept in the regression model is a function of all disease-causing impacts independent of the variables in the regression model -genetic, physiological, etc. Figure 1 shows the regression model of the dependence between the number of patients treated in the hospitals of a district Rousse on the "Infectious endocarditis" pathway and the average annual
of patients on a given clinical pathway. The maximum value 1,000 is reached when the change in the annual number of patients on the clinical pathway is fully explained by changes in the annual concentrations included in the model. In the example of Figure 1 , the determination coefficient is 0,989, which means that the methane content in the air almost completely determines the change in the number of patients with infectious endocarditis in Ruse region for the years of the study. The continuous straight line denotes the regression model in which an independent variable is a difference between the annual methane content in the air and the smallest of these values. A thick horizontal line is an intercept in a model. A thin line is the continuation of the regression line for methane content values below the minimum annual average for the study years.
The accuracy of the prediction by the regression model reduces beyond the boundaries of the independent variable, so it is not correct for the model to estimate the number of people affected by the pollution outside this interval. In the example of Figure  1 , the range of methane content in the air over Ruse for which the regression model is valid is 1874-1904 ppbv. Due to the increasing error in assessing the number of patients outside these limits, it is not correct to expect the number of patients due to this pollution to become zero if the relative share of methane molecules in the air drops below 1844 ppbv, the value at which the thin broken line crosses the ordinate.
The product between the value of an independent variable in the model and the coefficient before it determines the contribution of this independent variable to the dependent variable. The contribution of each of the pollutants in a particular model was calculated by the average value of its respective independent variable (the abovementioned difference in annual concentration with its minimum). The total contribution of all causes was calculated as the sum of the contributions of all pollutants in the model and the intercept.
The ratio of the contribution of a specific pollutant to the overall contribution of all causes of the disease determines the relative contribution of the pollutant to the patient number.
The relative contribution of the pollutant was calculated for each clinical pathway for which the concentration of the pollutant had a statistically significant positive correlation coefficient with the number of treated patients in the district hospitals. If there is more than one pollutant in the regression model, the relative contribution of all the pollutants in the model was calculated as a ratio (between 0 and 100%), the numerator of which is the sum of pollutant contributions, and the denominator is the same sum and the intercept in the model.
The number of patients on the clinical pathway due to air pollution was obtained as a product of the relative contribution of the pollutant/pollutants and the total number of patients treated on the clinical pathway.
The cost of hospital care for patients on a particular clinical pathway due to pollutants in the air was calculated as the product of the cost of the clinical pathway multiplied by the number of patients affected by the contamination.
Correlation and regression analysis calculations were performed using the corresponding embedded functions in MS Excel. A regression model was developed for each of the clinical pathways for which significant positive correlation/correlations with some of the investigated air pollutants were found. As a dependent variable, the models included the number of patients on the clinical pathway. Independent variables in the models were the differences between the annual concentrations of the pollutants involved and their minimum values over the years in the study. Table 1 gives, by code (nomenclature for 2007, (10)), all clinical pathways (column 1) for which at least one significant positive correlation with air pollutant was found. In columns 2 and 3, the pollutants are measured by satellite and in column 4 -the pollutants measured by the ground-level automatic station, are shown. Column 5 shows the coefficients of determination of the models. In column 6 are shown estimates of the relative contribution of the pollutant/pollutants to the treated on the clinical pathway number of patients. Column 7 shows the average annual number of patients treated on the clinical pathway for the study years. The data in columns 6 and 7 were used to calculate (column 8) the number of patients on the clinical pathway as a result of the influent pollutant/pollutants in the air over Ruse. According to the data in columns 7 and 9
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(cost of the clinical pathway), the average annual expenditure on hospital care for all patients treated on the pathway (column 10) was calculated. In column 11 the average annual expenditure on public funds for hospital aid only to those patients affected by the air pollutants, are calculated by the data in columns 8 and 9.
According to the data from columns 7 and 8 of Table 1 it can be calculated that of the average number of 17403 patients treated on the clinical pathways, 4716, i.e. 27% were affected by air pollution. For their treatment, 31% of the means for the treatment of all patients on the clinical paths with the influence of the pollutants were spent.
An average of 31025 patients was treated per year on the 125 clinical pathways included in the study. The number affected by air pollution patients is 4716 (15% of the average number). On average, over the years of the study, NHIF Rousse paid for hospital treatment per year for 47695 patients. Assuming the same relative share (15%) for the air pollution impact of all patients who received hospital aid in the hospitals in the district of Ruse, it can be calculated that the air pollution affects an average of 7255 patients per year. For each of the air pollutants, it can be calculated: the number of clinical pathways on which they affect (Table 1) , the number of hospital patients due to the pollutant and the consumption of public funds related to the hospital treatment due to the pollutant. It can be seen ( The mixtures of pollutants also have a negative impact on the health of patients treated in the hospitals of the district of Ruse. The main component is methane, which is mainly combined with PM 10 , soot, aerosols and benzene.
CONCLUSIONS
The study showed that the inpatient morbidity of a number of illnesses in the Ruse area was influenced by air pollution over the city.
The study has shown that combined groundbased and satellite air pollution monitoring is a reliable source of air pollution information and may even be a source of information for the public expenditure for the treatment of air pollution-related diseases.
The study assessed the relation of air pollutants over Ruse to the number of patients treated in Ruse hospitals and on this basis estimated the public costs of hospital care due to air pollution. 
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